
CRITICAL THINKING AND PERCEPTION 1

Perceptionis defined in Merriam Webster as "the way that you notice or understand something using one of your
senses". The moment we experience something.

Were they right or wrong? If you enjoyed this article, you may enjoy those belowâ€¦. Inference- an educated
guess based on available evidence from past experiences Experiment 1-I on page 24 17 Inferences 18 Check
for Consistency What does it mean to be consistent? Opinion What is a Fact? Predisposition based on beliefs
What is an Ideology? Opinions Propaganda and Bias Reasoned Judgment 3 Critical Thinking People think in
different ways Definition Thinking clearly and with a purpose in mind Why is thinking critically important? It
is true that these abilities will develop on their own without training, but it is equally true that many aspects of
them will improve so much with directed practice that they are considered to be learned skills. Actions must
be consistent with your words What do we call inconsistent people You can never solve problems if you are an
inconsistent person Experiment 1-J on page 26 19 Assuming Things What is assuming? Visual discrimination
problems, for example, cause students to have difficulty discriminating between letters or words that look
similar to one another. Perceptions are the beginning Perceptions lead to thoughts Thoughts lead to actions
plural Thought Pattern- Definition Connection of related thoughts leading to an action Example on Page 7
Actions- doing or not doing something Mental or physical 6 Connection Process Conceptualization Brain tries
to connect our perceptions with past experiences Reaction Evaluation of your action in thought process If
reaction was good, then your brain tells you to repeat what you did before. Then everyone puts their left hand
into the circle and clasps hands, again making sure that person is not standing next to them. Old fashion,
worn-out phrase. Tactile perception is important in many domains of early childhood learning, but as children
grow older, most of their learning will take place through visual and auditory perception. Lateral and Linear
thinking to get to your possible solutions Then use deduction to test your solutions Deduction- a pattern of
thinking in which two related statements, called premises, lead to a conclusion What is a syllogism? Medium
used to sway your opinion or beliefs What is Bias? The broad representative theory, in contrast, teaches that
what we see and hear in the physical world is only understood through a filter consisting of our psychological
state at the time. Step 1: Identify and clearly state the problem Step 2: Judge Information 15 Judging
Information 2 nd step in the problem solving process How does one judge information? Look at how other
people with similar problems have handled the situation. Many take a tough view because lies, especially told
under the spotlight in a press conference by an important Press Secretary, are always found out because the
truth vibrates the fastest. When you use critical thinking skills you show reasoned judgment Reasoning guided
your decisions Cause and Effect helps your reasoning By understanding relationships True Analogies vs. Each
person puts the right hand into the center of the circle and clasps hands with one other person who is not
standing next to him or her. Good and Bad 21 Propaganda, and Bias What is propaganda? One must: Know
cause and effect relationships predict consequences Identify Alternatives Demonstrate Reasoned Judgment
Draw and Test Conclusions 25 Cause and Effect How can understanding cause and effect help you solve
problems? Opinions Propaganda. Of course, we cannot use this type of awareness for everyday
decision-making, unless we want to be slowed down by too much critical thinking. It can also interfere with
general writing skills as some students will resort to always writing these letters in upper case form, where the
written style makes them easy to distinguish. A classic example consists of difficulty telling the difference
between b and d; this can result in both reading and spelling problems as the student ages. Auditory
distractions interfere with the general ability to comprehend text fluidly and rapidly. Critical thinking is
awareness. Although human beings have five senses, sensory perceptions are generally grouped into three
areas: kinaesthetic, visual, and auditory. Oversimplified view, usually negative, of a person or a group of
people What are some examples of stereotypes? More knowledgeable about your friends, family, and world
around you.


